How reflection and critical thinking can help avoid staff burnout
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Summary
It is well recognised that healthcare settings can contribute to the experience of stress, compassion fatigue and secondary trauma in healthcare workers. Reflective Practice Groups (RPGs) have been introduced in the Sunshine Coast University Hospital (SCUH) to assist in mitigating these factors. These groups, facilitated by trained clinicians, are now run across most sites in the HHS, across a range of clinical areas and professional groups.

The project has successfully navigated healthcare system challenges to deliver change, improvement and innovation in the health service and has presented at the Clinical Excellence Queensland Showcase 2019.
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- Psychology Honours students assisted with the evaluation of the programme.
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Aim

Reflective Practice Groups (RPGs) aim to promote reflection and critical thinking, provide support, foster team cohesion and help mitigate stress and compassion fatigue in healthcare workers. RPGs support the interpersonal aspects of caring and explore complex clinical and practice issues in a supportive group environment.

Benefits

The main benefits of the SCHHS RPG programme, as outlined by the research to date, are as follows:

- RPG participants report a positive impact on clinical practice, self-awareness, and resilience (Dawber, 2013b).
- A majority of participants consider RPGs as having positive implications for team functioning (Dawber, 2013b).
- Nurses with moderate levels of RPG attendance experienced decreasing global intolerance to uncertainty and inhibitory anxiety (Bryne, et al., In preparation).
- Nurses with long-term RPG attendance experienced increased compassion satisfaction and group cohesion (Bryne, et al., In preparation).
- The establishment of a safe reflective space enabled nurses working in ICU to self-disclose, which led to increased sense of universality, empathy, and respite from emotional labour (Reschke, et al., In preparation).

Background

SCUH is a tertiary, teaching hospital servicing all parts of the Sunshine Coast and Gympie regions. SCUH saw its first patients on 21 March 2017 and was officially opened on 19 April 2017 by the Queensland Premier and Minister for Health and Minister for Ambulance Services. SCUH opened with about 450 beds, with plans to grow to 738 beds by 2021. Services and capacity at SCUH will continue to develop
Solutions Implemented
Currently 32 RPGs are being regularly run across SCHHS. These groups usually occur on either a fortnightly or monthly basis. These groups are run across a range of clinical areas (i.e. mental health, DEM, ICU, cardiology, palliative care and paediatrics) and include participants from a range of professions (i.e. nursing, Allied Health, medical and administration).

Evaluation and Results
A number of studies have been undertaken and are currently being undertaken to evaluate the Reflective Practice Group (RPG) programme. Below is a summary of the research:


- This study utilised the CSEQ along with externally-facilitated focus groups.
- Participants reported that RPGs had a positive impact on clinical practice, self-awareness and resilience.
- The majority of participants also considered that RPGs had positive implications for team functioning.
- The focus groups identified the importance of facilitation style and the need to explore aspects of workplace culture to enable group development and enhance the capacity for reflection.
- The evaluation indicated that this style of RPG might improve reflective thinking, promote team cohesion, and provide support for nurses and midwives working in clinical settings.


- These results supported the positive findings of the pilot study, with a majority
of nurses from both groups rating their experience of RPGs as ‘definitely positive’ over the 2-year period.

- Whilst both groups reported positive perceptions of process, subtle differences in CSEQ data in the subscales of process and impact indicated that the impacts of RPGs were experienced differently by each group.
- The ICU group showed a notable positive shift over time in fields relating to trust, respect and safety.
- The Oncology group indicated increases in impact fields such as self-awareness, clinical insight and quality of care.


In this study, RPG attendance was not noted to significantly predict reduction in burnout, secondary traumatic stress or compassion satisfaction in this sample above person factors, job factors, and psychological distress. However, confounding variables were identified: 1) most nurses in the survey had attended very few groups at the time of measurement, 2) the measures used may have lacked sensitivity to adequately capture more subtle changes which may have resulted from attending RPGs, 3) the survey occurred at a time period when nursing staff had just undergone major transition to a new hospital and were adjusting to a number of new systems, processes and resourcing constraints. Despite not supporting the hypotheses, the study did contribute to the literature by outlining the role of multiple person and job factors in predicting professional quality of life in nurses and set a base line for associated studies to measure the impact of RPGs over time and increased attendance.


This quasi-experimental, cross-sectional study of 218 registered nurses found that:

- RPGs were of benefit to nurses; providing a place where nurses can discuss, reflect and develop practical skills.
- RPGs did not hold ward-wide benefits, but greater positive outcomes were gained with more attendance.
- Specifically, a moderate amount of reflective group attendance was shown to support decreased intolerance to uncertainty and inhibitory anxiety, while long-term attendance presented improvements in compassion satisfaction and
The present findings supported the effectiveness of RPGs, presenting them as a suitable strategy to increase resources within nurses.

Reschke, D., Millear, P., Dawber, C., & Medoro, L. (In preparation). Group Cohesion in Nurse Group Clinical Supervision. Thematic analysis was used to explore the research question of how, in what way, and by what means, did participation in the Dawber model RPG affect ICU nurses. The key themes that emerged, which were hierarchical in nature, include:

- Shared professional group identity and voluntary participation were the prerequisites to creating a safe space.
- This was then maintained throughout RPG sessions by effective facilitation skills.
- The establishment of a safe space enabled participants to self-disclose, which led to increased sense of universality, empathy, and respite from emotional labour.

2019 – Study 1
This study is currently underway and is exploring the effect of the facilitator versus the group process, as well as patterns of attendance, on psychological distress and professional quality of life.

2019 – Study 2
This study, which is currently underway, is exploring CESQ results for nurses who participate in RPGs, with factor analysis of both 2018 and 2019 data, as well as how responses to the CESQ are linked to the outcomes of psychological distress and professional quality of life.

Lessons Learnt
A major learning from implementing the programme was that there needs to be a number of trained and experienced facilitators for it to be sustainable. To address this, a training programme was developed, which included a one-day workshop to develop the knowledge and skills of reflective practice and an apprenticeship model where new facilitators observed and co-facilitated groups before facilitating their own groups. To date, 39 healthcare professionals have attended the workshop.
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